The Central Library is organizing a workshop on **Web of Science and EndNote** on Monday, **13.01.2020 at 11 am** onwards. Web of Science is an online scientific citation indexing service. It provides a comprehensive citation search and gives access to multiple databases that reference cross-disciplinary research.

The following points will be covered in the workshop of **Web of Science:**

1. Citation analysis and reports, h-Index of authors & institutions
2. Analysis of search results to find Top authors, journals, institutions, publications etc.
3. Research output and impact on overall h-Index
4. Impact Factor and its significance in research
5. Various search methods and refine search options
6. Tools available for disambiguation of authors and institutions
7. Analyze and find the co-authors, access collaborations and find suitable funding agencies based on research area

The following will be covered in **EndNote:**

1. Various methods of building a library in EndNote
2. Ways of finding the best-fit /most suitable journal for a manuscript ready for publishing
3. Creating various types of Groups and assigning/sharing references
4. Adding annotations/notes and highlighting in full-text
5. Writing citations & references using the ‘Cite-while-you-write’ feature

All Deans, HODs, faculty members, Ph.D and M.Tech/MBA students are invited to attend the Workshop. Since there are limited seats a registration is necessary. To register yourself kindly use the following link please:-

Registration Link:  
[https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1EwPSB_0uHldZcgiTdiPdHzYYuGxCvyydmSVC0tCfa20/edit](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1EwPSB_0uHldZcgiTdiPdHzYYuGxCvyydmSVC0tCfa20/edit)
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